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MODEL LINKAGES BETWEEN A HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTATION
IMPACT/ RISK ASSESSMENT MODEL AND A TRANSPORTATION
PLANNING MODEL IN A GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT

by
Justin P. Rasas
Reginald R. Souleyrette, Committee Chairman
Department of civil and Environmental Engineering

ABSTRACT

Several computer models are currently available that
can address portions of nuclear waste transportation
analysis.

However, no single computer model is currently

available to permit an integrated analysis that provides
effective graphical display of results and product
generation.

One model available for analysis related to the

transport of hazardous material is Radtran.

Radtran

requires difficult to obtain data and its outputs are
presented in a tabular format.

A travel demand model, such

as Tranplan, can provide some of the data required for
Radtran analysis, but the format of its output is not in a
form Radtran can readily use.

For outputs, a geographic

information system (GIS) can provide an effective means for
graphical display of results and product generation.

The

objectives of this Thesis are to develop programs and
procedures linking Radtran and Tranplan in a GIS environment
iii

(ARC/INFO) to facilitate the movement of data, provide
graphical display of results and provide product generation.
The linking of these programs produces a useful and cost
effective tool to assess the impacts of transporting
radioactive materials.
The usefulness of the developed model linkages is
demonstrated in a case study.

The case study describes four

transportation routes through the Las Vegas valley.
Graphical display of results and product generation as the
result of linking the computer models is also demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation of the Thesis

A byproduct of nuclear reactors, used for the
production of electricity and nuclear weapon materials, is
nuclear waste.

The cycle of nuclear fuel includes mining,

shipping, processing, using and finally storing these highly
radioactive wastes.

Currently, spent fuel is kept in

storage pools and dry casks at nuclear power sites.
Inventories of spent fuel are quickly approaching the
capacity of storage pools and there is an increasing
disposal problem.
Without the ability to increase the capacity of
existing facilities or to transport spent fuel to unfilled
storage pools at other reactor sites, the nuclear industry
is faced with a serious problem.

However, "It was not until

the late 1970's that the federal government allocated
substantial funds and personnel to develop a plan for the
long-term management of nuclear wastes."’ Answers to safe
disposal were revised frequently as administrations,
agencies and personnel changed.

Congress passed the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act of 1982 to resolve these issues.

This act

provided a framework for making decisions and assigning
responsibility for implementing them.

By February 1983,

guidelines for selecting potential high-level nuclear waste
repositories were developed.
Yucca mountain, located in Nye county adjacent to the
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western boundary of the Nevada Test Site, is currently
designated by the Department of Energy (DOE) as a candidate
for a high-level nuclear waste repository^.
Transportation of high-level nuclear waste will
commence after construction of the selected repository.
Depending upon the transportation mode chosen, there could
be as many as 76,000 truck shipments during repository
operations^.
Nuclear waste transportation impacts consist of
radiation risks and non-radiation risks.
include:

Radiation risks

normal radiation exposure, public health risk, and

economic risk.

Normal radiation exposure is a "safe" level

emission of radiation during normal transportation.

Persons

residing along a transportation route, persons in passing
vehicles, and the crew of the shipping vehicle are exposed
to normal radiation.

Public health risks may be determined

by multiplying accident release probabilities by potential
accident consequences.

Economic risks are associated with

decontamination and cleanup costs which vary with the type
of property.

Non-radiation risks are those that are not

related to the radioactive nature of the cargo.

Non

radiation risks include inconveniences and delays with
regard to the truck's operational characteristics and its
interaction with surrounding traffic.
Radiological transportation risk assessment is the
determination of the probable effects that may be
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encountered in a given transportation scenario.
effects include

Probable

radiological consequences of incident-free

transportation and the risks occurring from an accident
during transportation.

Radiological consequences to humans

may be represented by exposure levels (measured in rems). A
rem is the dosage of any ionizing radiation that will
produce a biological effect approximately equal to that
produced by a roentgen of X-ray or gamma-ray radiation.
Calculations of risks can be obtained through computer
modeling.

The Radtran* computer code, developed and

maintained by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), combines
user provided and default data to calculate expected
radiological consequences and accident risks of transporting
radioactive material.
Radtran requires meteorological, demographic,
transportation, packaging, material factors, and health
physics data to run.

Non-specific route data is provided by

an internal data library.

This library contains material

factors and health physics data.

The bulk of route specific

data, which are user-provided, are transportation related.
A transportation planning model, such as Tranplan®, can
provide some of the data needed for potential transportation
routes.

Tranplan provides measurable route specific data

such as distance, road type, traffic speed and estimates
traffic volumes.
The results of Radtran are presented in a tabular

4

format.

The calculated values are represented in

exponential notation.

Interpretation of the results are

difficult enough that a chapter on understanding code
outputs is provided in the Radtran users guide.

One better

way to represent the results of the analyses is through
graphic displays.
Graphic displays incorporate size, shape, position,
brightness, and color to make information understandable to
the intended recipients.

Graphics include: charts,

histograms, maps, plots, and any screen format that
effectively displays results.

For example, an effective

display of Radtran output is a map representing the analysis
area superimposed with a graphical representation of the
calculated spatial data.

To achieve this result, graphic

display and data management programs are required.
A geographic information system (GIS) is a computer
based system of procedures designed to support data
management, manipulation, analysis, modeling and display of
spatially-referenced data.

Spatially-referenced data

contains implicit or explicit information about location.
One GIS software package, ARC/INFO®, provides all the above
mentioned procedures.
Tranplan, Radtran and ARC/INFO each provide specialized
analyses.

Each is limited to specific purposes.

When

linked-together, however, they have the potential to
automate a complex process of data management, analysis,

display, and product generation.

1.2

Purpose and Scope of Thesis

The purpose of this Thesis is to develop programs and
procedures linking a hazardous waste transportation impact/
risk assessment model (Radtran) and a transportation
planning model (Tranplan) in a GIS environment (ARC/INFO) to
facilitate the movement of data, provide graphical display
of results and provide product generation.

The linking of

such programs will produce a useful and cost effective tool
in assessing the impacts of transporting radioactive
materials.
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2. COMPUTER MODELS
A computer model generally consists of a set of
instructions or code that when given specified input or data
will perform calculations producing desired output.
Computer models or software packages, are applied to a
multitude of applications.

This chapter describes three

software packages and their specific applications:

a

radiological risk assessment program (Radtran); a
transportation planning model (Tranplan); and a Geographic
Information System (ARC/INFO).

2.1 Radtran
2.1.1 General Description
Given transportation route specific data, user options
and other parameters, Radtran estimates radiological
consequences of incident-free transportation and risks from
potential vehicular accidents occurring during
transportation of radioactive materials.

An incident-free

transport module calculates doses to populations resulting
from normal transport.

An accident module combines

consequences and probabilities of various accident scenarios
to determine accident risks.

This study makes use of

incident-free analytical capabilities of the models.
Sandia National Laboratories, located in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, maintains and provides access to Radtran via
modem.
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Execution of Radtran requires several steps and may be
accomplished in two ways.

The least difficult consists of

route selection, data collection, modem connection, creation
of an input deck (using Transnet, a menu driven file
generator), Radtran execution and output retrieval (via
modem). An alternate method includes route selection, data
collection, creation of an input deck (using a text editor),
modem connection, Radtran execution and output retrieval
(via modem). The latter method requires less connect time
but demands computer knowledge in creating an ASCII input
deck.

2.1.2 Route Selection
Selection of a nuclear waste transportation route can
be complicated and is often controversial.

All routes

chosen in this study are for demonstration purposes only and
do not represent approved routes for transportation of
nuclear waste.
While there is no limit to route length in Radtran,
route specification is limited by the number of segments.
Up to 40 segments may constitute a route.

The number of

segments and their lengths therefore limit the length of the
route to be analyzed.

Segmentation allows for independent

route parameters such as traffic volumes and population
densities to be represented.
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2.1.3

Input Deck Preparation

The standard Radtran input file is known as tape2.
Tape2 requires inputs in a specific format and may be
generated by one of two methods.

2.1.3.1 Input Requirements

Radtran requires route specific data and user options.
Route related parameters may be evaluated by a link or non
link method.

Selection of user options are analogous in

both cases.

2.1.3.1.1 Link Data

Link analyses allow for independent evaluation of up to
40 separate route segments in one computer run.

This method

is typically employed in regional applications.

The

following route-related parameters are required for each
segment.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

mode (numerical designator)
segment length (km)
vehicle velocity (km/h)
population density (persons/km^)
one-way traffic count (veh/h for all lanes)
accident rate (acc/km)
zone designation (rural, suburban, or urban)
link type (freeway, non-freeway)

Mode choices may include the following:

Table 2.1

Mode Description
Combination Truck
Rail
Barge
Ocean-going ship (>3000 gross tons)
Cargo air
Passenger air
Passenger van or small truck
Cargo van/delivery truck
as secondary mode with truck
Cargo van/delivery truck
as secondary mode with rail
Cargo van/delivery truck
as secondarv mode with carao air

Mode Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Posted speed limit is used to represent vehicle speed.
Population density is required within a 400 meter buffer of
the segment length.

Zone designation indicates whether each

segment is rural, suburban or urban, facilitating
application of building-shielding factors.

Other parameters

affected by zone designation include ingestion pathway,
long-term dose rate, and pedestrian density.
used to differentiate roadway types.

Link type is

A link type of1

designates any highway built to the same engineering
standards as Interstate Highways.

If the link type is set

to 2 and the zone designation is R or S, the roadwayis
modeled as a non-interstate highway.

If a link type of 2 is

combined with a urban zone designation, the segment is
modeled as a city street.
the link type is set to 3.

For all other modes, (air, water)
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2.1.3.1.2 Non-Link Data

Non-link analyses treat the selected route as a whole.
This method is generally used in macro scale applications
such as cross-country routing.

The entire route is

segmented into three classifications:
urban.

rural, suburban and

Population density can be used to determine the

boundaries for the three categories.

A rural setting is

defined as having a population density of 1 to 66
persons/km^.

Suburban ranges from 67 to 1,670 persons/km^,

and urban is classified for population densities greater
than 1,670 person/km^.

Classification of segments should be

determined by the population density per square kilometer
within a 400 meter buffer of the route.

This process

creates three groups of homogenous segments.

National

average data is used for each input parameter according to
its classification.

For example, all segments with rural

classification will have a specific national average value
for traffic volume, accident rates, population density, etc.
These values are located in the Radtran Users Guide'*.

2.1.3.1.3 User Options
User input options include specifications of isotope
and shipment information.

Through user options, default

parameters may be used in place of some required input data.
Isotope parameters define the material to be
transported.

Radtran has a radionuclide library which
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contains information on 65 isotopes.

If the isotopes to be

analyzed are included in the library, the user need only
specify the:
1. Isotope label
2. Number of curies/package
3. Physical/chemical group
4. Dispersibility category
When isotopes are not included in the radionuclide library,
the user must specify the following additional information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Half-life in days
Photon energy in MeV/disintegration
Cloud dose factor in rem/m^ or Ci/sec
50 year committed effective whole body dose
equivalent for inhalation in rem/Ci
5. 50 year committed effective whole body dose
equivalent for ingestion in rem/Ci
6. Food transfer factor in Ci ingested/Ci deposited
7. Soil transfer factor in Ci ingested/Ci deposited
8. Deposition velocity of aerosol particles in m/sec
9. Acute pulmonary response curve
10. 1 year lung dose in inhalation in rem/Ci inhaled
11. 1 year marrow dose for inhalation in rem/Ci inhaled
Shipment information data includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Number of packages per shipment for each of 10
possible mode choices
Dose rate (TI) of packages for each of 10 possible
mode choices
dimension of the package in meters
Gamma fraction of dose rate (default set at 1.0)
Neutron fraction of dose rate (default set at 0)

The only default value available to the user under this
input menu is that for the gamma component of dose rate.
All other values must be user supplied unless existing files
are employed.
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2.1.3.1.4 Alternate Data Sources

Required input data may be provided by secondary
sources such as existing data sets and other program
outputs.

Some of the link data may be obtained from

Tranplan outputs.
Tranplan generates traffic volumes and echoes 18 pieces
of information for each network link (section of road).
Four of these, segment length, vehicle velocity, one-way
traffic count, and link type can be used as input to
Radtran.

2.1.3.2 Modem Link
Contact with Sandia at (505) 845-8906 or (505) 844-0244
FAX is required for Radtran use.

Four parameters are

supplied to each qualified user:

phone number, network ID,

username, and password.

All analyses performed in this

study used IBM-PC compatible microcomputers and XTALK4
communications software.

2.1.3.3 Input File

An input deck is required for Radtran execution.

The

input deck consists of keywords, numbers, and alphanumeric
labels coded into three levels of classification.

Creation

of this complex input deck may be accomplished using either
Transnet or a text editor.
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2.1.3.3.1 Transnet

Transnet is a menu driven file generator residing on a
DEC VAX computer at Sandia.

The purpose of transnet is to

make Radtran and other transportation models and databases
accessible through user-friendly, menu-driven forms.
Transnet users are notified of code modifications and other
pertinent information.

2.1.3.3.2 Text Editor

An input deck may be generated using a text editor and
then uploaded to Sandia for Radtran execution.

This process

is the most complex and is best performed by downloading a
default Radtran input file and then modifying it.

2.1.4 Prograun Execution

Program execution commences upon entry of the input
file.

Run time is usually under three minutes but may vary

depending upon computer load.

A screen message reports when

the program has terminated.

2.1.5 Output Retrieval

There are three options for the amount of detail
provided in the output file of the Radtran model.

These

options are referred to as short, medium, and full
printouts.

The short option causes Radtran to output only

input echo, incident-free, and accident tables.

The medium
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option includes the outputs from the short version plus
input tables, early effects values, and ground contamination
tables.

The full option specifies that Radtran will output

the items in the medium version plus sensitivity analysis
and consequence tables.

Because this study is limited to

the incident-free module, only the short output form will be
described along with the potential of displaying the output
results in ARC/INFO.
The short form has six sections.

The first section

displays the version, last update and mode descriptions.
The second part provides echo check tables for input values.
These tables can be important to assure quality or
consistency of analysis.

Data are echoed for package and

shipment characteristics, exposure annuli for normal
operations, severity and release parameters for accidents,
isotopes and link characteristics.
provides regulatory checks.

The third section

For example, if the dose rate

at a specified distance from the shipment exceeds a
specified threshold, Radtran report that it has modified the
inputs required to make the shipment comply with current
regulations.

The forth section provides a summary table for

expected incident-free population exposure in person-rems.
For each link, and for the entire route, results are
tabulated by passenger, crew, handlers, off-link, on-link,
stops, storage, and totals.

The maximum individual in

transit dose on each link is also reported.

All person-rem
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figures are presented in scientific notation (e.g., 2.27E-03
Rem). The fifth part provides expected values of population
risk in person-rems for accident analysis.

Results are

tabulated by link and are summarized by area type (rural,
suburban, and urban) and totaled.
tabulated according to source:

Results are also

groundshine, inhaled,

resuspended, cloudshine, and ingestion.
provides other expected risk values.

The sixth part

These are the economic

cost in dollars required for cleanup, and a projection of
early fatalities due to exposure.

2.2 Tranplan
2.2.1 General Description

Tranplan is a transportation planning model based on
the four step urban transportation planning process (UTPP).
The program consists of eight individual modules, each
having a specific purpose and order.

For this study the

program was run on a microcomputer but is available on
various other computer platforms.

2.2.1.1 Transportation Planning

Transportation planning includes forecasts of future
traffic, estimates of the impact of the facility on land
use, the environment, and the community.
process includes several steps:

The planning

goals and objectives,

inventories of data, and analysis of data.
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Goals and objectives establish a hierarchy of values,
goals, objectives, criteria, and standards.

This procedure

bridges the gap between community viewpoints and the
planner's technical processes.
Inventories or the assemblage of data facilitates the
assessment of present service as a basis for future
improvements.

Inventories include travel facilities, travel

characteristics, land use, distributions of population, and
economic activity.
Analysis of inventory data develops land use/travel
relationships through a four step urban transportation
planning process:

trip generation, trip distribution, modal

split, and traffic assignment.

Trip generation

mathematically relates survey-reported trip making to landuse types using statistical procedures to establish trip
rates.

Trip rates are represented through a tabulation of

trip origins and trip destinations by small areas.

The trip

distribution process links trip origins to destination in
order to produce estimates of network travel.

Models such

as the Fratar, the intervening opportunities model, or the
gravity model can calculate trip volumes between zones.

To

better represent trip origins and destinations, trips are
divided into groups by trip purpose.

The trip distribution

for each group is determined independently.

Groups

generally include: home-based trips, non home-based trips,
truck trips, taxi trips, and hotel/motel trips.

Modal split
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converts person-trips into automobile trips or transit
passenger trips.

Traffic assignment assigns distributed

trips by mode to a coded transportation network.

Trips are

assigned using shortest time paths between origins and
destinations by the trip assignment model.

If path segments

become overloaded, the model can reassign trips to alternate
paths by limiting path segment volumes.

When the process is

completed and calibrated, the model is ready to generate
travel patterns based on forecast data for a target year.

2.2.1.2 Transportation Modeling

Transportation modeling, based on the four step urban
transportation planning process, can be carried out either
manually or by computer.

Manual applications are generally

used to describe the process while actual applications tend
to require a computer because of the large amounts of data.

2.2.2 Input

Input data for the model used in this study were
collected by the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT).
The data are based on a 408 zone network covering the Las
Vegas valley.

Tranplan requires node and link data.

Node

data consist of:
1. Node Number:
field apply.

The node number to which data in the

2. X Coordinate: In conjunction with the Y coordinate
indicates the position of the node in the network.
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3. Y Coordinate;

See description of X coordinate.

Link data consist of:
1. Anode: A numeric value which identifies the "from"
node of the link.
2. Bnode: A numeric value which identifies the "to"
node of the link.
3. Assignment Group Code: Identifies one of nine
possible facility types.
4. Link Distance: Specifies, in integer hundredths of
units, distance in miles.
5. Field Option: Specifies the field option as being
interpreted as speed "S" or time "T".
6. Field 1: Either speed or time of travel for a link.
7. Field 2: Same as field 1 but may be used to
represent off peak speed or time.
8. Direction Code: A value ranging from 1 to 16 which
specifies the direction of travel.
9. Link Group 1: Identifies number of lanes by
direction
10. Link Group 2: Identifies an area type designation
11. Link Group 3: Identifies whether applicable
intersections are signalized or unsignalized
For future study, an alternate source of input data may
be obtained from GIS product generation.

For example,

network coordination, demographic information and population
data may be compiled using a GIS such as ARC/INFO with
output generated to meet the requirements of Tranplan.

2.2.3 Progreun Execution

Tranplan automates a portion of the UTPP.

Effective

program usage is dependent upon completing the hierarchy of
steps in the planning process.

The goals, objectives, data

collection, and data coding are not only extensive and time
consuming to collect but demand large staffs for
implementation.

This section will describe the steps

required to execute Tranplan from existing data sets.
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Given the proper data sets, six out of the eight
modules are required to generate effective output (figure
2.1).

The six modules consist of the Build Highway Network,

Highway Selected Summation, Trip Generation, Gravity Model,
Matrix Utilities and Load Highway Network.

Build Highway

Network creates a network file from coded link data,
prohibited turn data, and node coordinates.

Highway

Selected Summation determines the minimum impedance paths
(skim tree) to produce interzonal impedance matrices.

Trip

Generation accepts traffic analysis zone data and applies
user supplied linear relationships to generate productions
and attractions.

The Gravity Model accepts the calculated

productions and attractions to generate trip tables.

Matrix

Utilities provides the user with options to manipulate the
trip tables, such as converting person trips into vehicle
trips.

Load Highway Network has three type of loading

available to convert the trip tables to a loaded network.
The remaining two modules Reporting and Plotting provide
product generation.

2.2.5 Output
Once calibrated, Tranplan generates network traffic
volumes according to forecast data.

Calibration verifies

the model's performance by using the network and traffic
assignment techniques to check if the origin-destination
patters and network loadings are comparable to those
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obtained from trip surveys.

Forecast data for the year 2000

was provided by NDOT and used in this study.

2.3 ARC/INFO
2.3.1 General Description

GIS software supports data management, manipulation,
analysis, and product generation of geographically
referenced information.

ARC/INFO, a vector based GIS is

best understood by the following concepts:
1. Map information: spatial and descriptive
2. Major geographic feature types: points, lines, and
polygons
3. Geographic feature storage as computer coordinates
4. Topology
5. Database storage of feature information
6. Linkage of spatial and descriptive data
Maps consist of spatial and descriptive information.
Spatial information describes the location and shape of
geographic features and their spatial relationships to other
features.

Descriptive information describes the feature and

stores pertinent attributes.
Locational information is represented by points for
features such as wells, lines for features such as roads,
and areas for features such as census tracks.

In ARC/INFO,

points are referred to as points or labels, lines as arcs,
and areas as polygons.
Spatial and descriptive information is stored as a
series of files in ARC/INFO.

ARC/INFO is set apart from

other automated mapping or computer automated drafting
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programs by being able to link the two types of data, and
maintain the spatial relationships between the map features.
This data integration provides a way to access information
in the tabular database through the map, or to create a map
based on the information in the tabular database.
Geographically referenced information is stored as
Cartesian coordinates in ARC/INFO.

A point is represented

as a single x,y coordinate; a line is represented by a
series of connected coordinate pairs; and an area is
represented as a series of coordinates defining an enclosed
polygon.

ARC/INFO is not restricted to one coordinate

system, as it has the capability to transform map
projections and change coordinate systems.
In digital maps, topology defines connections between
features.

Topology is a mathematical procedure for

explicitly defining spatial relationships.

Topological

relationships provide for faster data processing and
processing of larger data sets.
concepts of ARC/INFO are:
and contiguity.

Three major topological

connectivity, area definitions,

Connectivity is the connection of arcs to

each other at ending points called nodes.
nodes: a from-node and a to-node.
their endpoints, or nodes.

Each arc has two

Arcs can join only at

An area is represented as a

series of x,y coordinates that connect to enclose an area.
Contiguity allows the computer to recognize spatial
relationships between objects.

Because every arc has a
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direction, ARC/INFO records the polygons on the left and
right sides of each arc.

If two polygons are recorded as

sharing a side, ARC/INFO identifies them as being adjacent
polygons.
Map features are organized into sets of layers.

Each

layer in ARC/INFO is called a coverage. A coverage contains
topologically linked geographic features and their
associated descriptive data stored as an automated map.
The analytical capabilities of ARC/INFO are powerful
due to the linkage between the graphic (spatial) data and
the tabular (descriptive) data.

This process is

accomplished through a one-to-one connection between
features on the map and records in a feature attribute table
by a unique identifier.

ARC/INFO automatically creates and

maintains this connection.

Once this connection is

established, it is possible to query a map for attribute
information, or to create a map based on the attributes
stored in the tabular database.
In summary, ARC/INFO is based on the concepts of
associating and storing spatial and descriptive map data
through topology where Arc graphically represents feature
locations, and Info stores the feature descriptions and
their relation to each other.

Three essential elements of

ARC/INFO used to facilitate the flow of data and information
from an initial sources to its ultimate uses are: data
management, manipulation and analysis, and production
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generation.

2.3.1.1 Data Management

Data management makes information available to users by
providing access to INFO, the database of ARC/INFO.

The

overall goal of data management is to provide safe and
efficient access to INFO without having to learn the details
of the database itself.
A database management system provides:

security, the

level of restriction to the database; data integrity which
enforces the necessary structural constraints of the
internal data; synchronization provides protection against
inconsistencies that can result from multiple simultaneous
users; and minimization of redundancy which reduces the
complexity of updating information when data is stored in
several places.

A system administrator is responsible for

these issues but a nominal understanding may greatly assist
the user in knowing the limits of a system - avoiding
irreversible mistakes.
Through normal query functions or through a spatial
query language attribute information may be retrieved from
Info.

ARC/INFO provides query capabilities with various

display options.

For specific attribute query and or

multiple query combinations, a fourth generation language
(SQL) provides this option.
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2.3.1.2 Manipulation and Analysis

The capabilities of the manipulation and analysis
functions distinguish ARC/INFO from two dimensional mapping
programs.

Manipulation and analysis operations include

reclassification and aggregation, geometric operations, data
structure conversion, spatial operations, measurement and
statistical analysis.

Reclassification restructures the

original data in order to make the datasets appropriate for
the intended use while aggregation resizes the data to the
right resolution.

Geometric operations alter the map

objects to fit the desired map characteristics.

Data

structure conversion involves procedures for the movement of
existing datasets from one data structure to another.
Spatial operations involve analyses that consider the
spatial arrangement of information in one or more data
layers.

Distance, perimeter and area measurement can

identify, locate, and be used as a proximity operator.
Statistical analysis can be used for summarizing datasets or
for deriving new data during analysis.

2.3.1.3 Product Generation

Product generation is the program option where outputs
from ARC/INFO are created.

These output products might

include maps, tables and graphics of various kinds.
products may be soft copy images:

The

a display on a video

monitor for presentation purpose; or a hard copy of graphics
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or tables for a report; and output on tapes and disks for
storage in an archive or for transmission to another system.

2.3.2 Input

Input may be graphical or numerical in nature.
Graphical input may be scanned or digitized.

Numerical data

may be loaded directly into INFO according to specified
formats.

2.3.3 Program Execution

ARC/INFO consists of different modules, each having
specific applications and requiring specific commands for
desired operations.

2.3.4 Output

Output from ARC/INFO includes product generation and
file generation.

Product generation consists of hard and

soft outputs of maps, tables and graphics of various kinds.
File generation may contain all of the previously mentioned
outputs in the form of a file.

A generated file can be

transferred to other operating systems for display.
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3.0

MODEL LINKAGES AND DATA TRANSFER

Currently, no single computer model is available to
permit an integrated analysis of the risks and impacts
related to transporting radioactive materials.

However,

several specialized computer models (e.g., Radtran,
Tranplan, and ARC/INFO) can be applied to perform parts of
analyses.

Linking these models would enable an integrated

analysis of the risks and impacts, provide for the
evaluation of "what-if" scenarios and provide for more
efficient utilization of resources by using common data
sets.

This chapter describes three procedures developed

during this research for linking Radtran, Tranplan and
ARC/INFO (figure 3.1)

RADTRAN

TRANPLAN

Figure 3.1

ARC/INFO

Radtran, Tranplan and ARC/INFO Linkages
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Model linkages and other processes for data transfer
include; converting data, importing or exporting data and
bridging operating systems.

In this Thesis, these function

are automated through FORTRAN programs, ARC/INFO macros
(files that represent a series of keystrokes) and or a
series of user commands.

In general, a linkage consists of

specific functions that automate data transfer.
Converting data may include modifying all or part of a
dataset.

Modifications include converting format type

(e.g., binary, ASCII), changing data type (integer, real,
imaginary), altering dataset format and adding or removing
data to or from a dataset.
Communicating between operating systems may be required
if models reside on different hardware platforms.
Communication protocols enable datasets to be transferred
and are achieved by using hardware, software and procedural
(manual) linkages.

Hardware consists of communication cards

and cabling between computers.

Software includes

communications programs such as CUTCP, NCSA Telnet, and NFS
Telnet.

The communication programs also provide a file

format conversion process between different operating
platforms.

For example, a dataset created on a DOS based

machine may have different line control characters than a
dataset created on a Unix platform.
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3.1 Linkages between Tranplan and ARC/INFO

As part of this research, a Tranplan to ARC/INFO
linkage was developed that extracts network information from
Tranplan and builds an equivalent line coverage network in
ARC/INFO.

Storing the network in ARC/INFO would allow

linkage with many other models and facilitate analytical
functions not provided by the existing Tranplan network
editing and display system.

A schematic representation of

the process of linking Tranplan with ARC/INFO is shown in
Figure 3.2.

This section describes the steps required to

create the Tranplan to ARC/INFO linkage.

TRANPLAN
FORTRAN
LINKAGES

ARC/INFO

Figure 3.2

Linkages between Tranplan and ARC/INFO
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3.1.1 Extracting Network Information from Tranplan

Extraction of network information from Tranplan
requires the use of an executable file, NETCARD.EXE,
included with Tranplan.

Normally, Tranplan stores the

network information in a binary file.

NETCARD.EXE extracts

and converts the network from binary to ASCII format.
Description of NETCARD.EXE is found in Appendix A.

3.1.2 Entering Information into ARC/INFO

The procedure developed in this research requires that
parts of the network information extracted from Tranplan be
entered into ARC/INFO as separate files.

Network

coordinates, the X-Y coordinate pairs which represent the
arc or street locations, are entered as an ASCII file into
ARC.

The associated attributes of the arcs are entered into

INFO.

Three FORTRAN programs separate the ASCII file that

contains the network information and generate a network
ASCII file and an attribute ASCII file.

Import procedures,

enable ARC to build a line coverage representing the
transportation network and INFO to store the network
attributes.

Listings and descriptions of the FORTRAN

programs developed are found in Appendix B.
A problem encountered after entry of the attribute
ASCII file into INFO was the inability to query arc
information by direction.

Directional query is required for

extraction of directional traffic volumes for use by
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Radtran.

When the network information was extracted from

Tranplan, the ASCII file was divided into two files as
required for entry into ARC/INFO.

Associated with the

division of one file into two was the loss of the internal
mechanism which linked direction with attribute information.
This problem was resolved by dividing the attribute ASCII
file into two files.

As extracted from Tranplan, the

attribute ASCII file grouped the bi-directional information
into one record.

The first half of the record contained the

"a" direction information, and the second half the "b"
direction information.

The attribute ASCII file was divided

into an "a-node" and "b-node" file.

After entry into INFO,

quality assurance was established by comparing model data to
actual map data (usually one way streets).

3.2 Linkages between ARC/INFO and Radtran

An ARC/INFO to Radtran linkage was developed to
facilitate a radioactive material transportation route
selection process, data collection for a selected route, and
creation of an input file for Radtran analysis.

A major

component of this linkage is a menu system written in
ARC/INFO macros which automates the route selection and data
collection processes.

Route selection is automated by an

interactive network display and query system.

Selection of

a route is accomplished on a link by link basis.

After a

link is chosen and reaffirmed as being correct, link data
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are extracted from INFO and written to an ASCII output file.
FORTRAN programs convert the ASCII output file to a Radtran
input deck.

This input deck, file2.dat, is transferred via

modem to Sandia National Laboratories for Radtran analysis.
The steps involved in linking ARC/INFO with Radtran are
illustrated in Figure 3.3.

3.2.1 Automated ARC/INFO Menu System
A menu system automates the processes of network
display, information query, route selection, and results
display.

Processes are automated through macros using

ARC/INFO's Arc Macro Language (AML).
represents a series of keystrokes.

A macro is a file that
Menu driven macros

enable use of ARC/INFO without learning the many program
commands.
steps.

Macros may also be used to automate repetitive

The menu system contains 18 macros (Appendix C) and

consists of a main menu with several sub menus (Figure 3.4).
The menu system is invoked by executing '&run menu'
while in arcplot.

A graphics screen is displayed with a

menu bar in the upper left corner.

The menu bar has five

options: 'Coverage'; 'Route'; 'Exposure'; 'Reset'; and
'Quit'.

An option can be selected by mouse or keyboard

curser movement.

The 'Coverage' option includes functions

relating to network display.

Selection of the 'Coverage'

option invokes a sub menu containing 'Draw Coverage', 'Zoom
In' and 'Zoom Out'.

The 'Route' option contains sub menus
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Linkages between ARC/INFO and Radtran
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Developed ARC/INFO Menu Logic

and options of route selection and link attribute query.
The 'Route Selection' options contains a sub menu of 'Zoom
In' 'Zoom Out', 'Chooselink' and 'Done'.

The 'Exposure'

option contains submenus for the display of Radtran results
(only after Radtran is run).

Options of 'Route' for

selection of result display, 'Clear' for resetting the
screen and 'Done' for return to the main menu are available
under 'Exposure'.

The 'Reset' choice sets all parameters to

default and the 'Quit' option exits the menu system and
returns to ARC/INFO.

Detailed descriptions of each option

are included in Appendix D.
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3.2.2 Route selection process

A route selection process is automated by a menu driven
network display and query system.

Through menu options, a

transportation network

is displayed which provides auser

with the capability to

select a route for analysis. The

ARC/INFO menu system not only provides an
of route selection but

effectivemethod

is instrumental in providing

alternative route choices for "what-if" scenarios.

The only

limit to alternate route selection is the availability of
data.

Tranplan provides four of the seven required user

specified parameters for Radtran analysis.

The additional

three are provided by external data sources as described in
the next section.

This section describes the steps required

to select a route.
Route selection starts with a transportation network
(Figure

3.5).

After a link is chosen by cursor or keyboard

usage, it is represented as a solid line with a circle at
one end representing a chosen direction of travel (figure
3.6).

If the chosen link is incorrect, it may be unselected

and the selection process repeated.

If a direction of

travel is incorrect, it may be switched (Figure 3.7).

Once

a correct link and direction are chosen, they may be saved.
A saved link is shown as a solid line (Figure 3.8).

This

selection process is repeated until an entire route is
selected (Figure

3.9).
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Figure 3.5

Transportation Network

Figure 3.6

Link Selection and Direction
Representation
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Switched
Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.8

Link

Direction

Saved Link Representation
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Figure 3.9
Route

Representation of a Selected

3.2.3 Incorporating External Data Sources
External data sources are incorporated to provide the
three parameters not provided by Tranplan, namely population
density, zone designation, and accident rate.

Population

densities and zone designations were obtained from
population data while accident rates were obtained from
Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) accident data.
The external data collected for this study included the
following network sections: 1-15 from the Sloan interchange
(south Las Vegas) to the Apex interchange (north Las Vegas),
US 95 from 1-15/US 95 interchange westbound to US 95/SR157
intersection, Craig Road from I-15/Craig Road interchange to
Craig Road/Rancho Road intersection, and Rancho Road from
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Rancho Road/Craig Road intersection to US-95/Rancho Road
intersection.

3.2.3.1 External Population Data

Population data were obtained from Yucca Mountain
Transportation
Risk Analysis^.

Routes;

Preliminary Characterization and

Data were aggregated by segments defined to

represent the links used by Tranplan.

Populations are

expressed in terms of density per square kilometer along
network links.

3.2.3.2 External Accident Data

Historical data on highway accidents were collected for
the five year period from 1984 through 1988.

Accident

records were obtained from the Safety Engineering Division
of NDOT on magnetic tape.

The accident records include

about 180 items of information for each reported accident.
The exact location, date, and vehicle type were used in
determining truck accident rates.

Data were aggregated by

segments defined to represent the links used by Tranplan.

3.2.4 ASCII output file

An ASCII output file is generated from the route
selection process.

The output file contains a link id

number, segment length, vehicle velocity, population
density, one way traffic count, accident rate, zone
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designation and link type for each segment chosen.

The link

id number is used to associate the file records with the
network.

After Radtran analysis, the link id number is used

to correctly import the results for display.

3.2.5 Creation of Radtran input deck

Execution of Radtran requires a fixed format input deck
known as Tape2 or File2.dat.

creation of a Radtran input

deck is accomplished by modifying an existing Radtran2.dat
file with an ASCII output file.

Fortran programs combine

Radtran2.dat with ASCII output to create File2.dat.

3.2.5.1 Radtran2.dat original file format

A Radtran original file format is generated at SNL
running version 4.0.12.
developed data sets.

The generated file is based on TTC

Options of Light Water Reactor (LWR)

fuel (#4), Spent fuel and DHLW (#1), and PWR spent fuel (#3)
were chosen to represent the type of radioactive material
that would be modeled.

The number of shipments was set at

3800 per year.

3.2.5.2 Radtran file2.dat input file

File2.dat is created by modifying an original Radtran
file with the ASCII output file.

This is accomplished by

FORTRAN programs which take the ASCII file and the original
Radtran file and generate File2.dat (Appendix E).
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3.2.6 File2.dat transfer via modem

File2.dat was transferred using xtalk4 software.
Transfer time of approximately 20 seconds was achieved on a
2,4 00 baud modem.

3.3 Linkages between Radtran and ARC/INFO

A Radtran to ARC/INFO linkage was developed to transfer
and display the results of a Radtran analysis (Figure 3.10).
Radtran results are presented in a tabular format and are
difficult to quantify.

Graphic display of results in

ARC/INFO provides a means for visualization and comparison
of alternatives.

This section describes the Radtran to

ARC/INFO linkage.

3.3.1 Radtran4.out Retrieval via modem

Upon completion of Radtran execution, Radtran4.out is
generated and exists on the computing platform at SNL.
Transfer of Radtran4.out by 2400 baud modem and XTALK4
software takes approximately 2 minutes.

3.3.2 Fortran Normalization Program

A FORTRAN normalization program extracts exposure
levels from the output file Radtran4.out. An input file is
generated by combining a tranplan link id with the output
extracted from Radtran4.out. Listings of the FORTRAN
programs used are in Appendix F.

RADTRAN

uaoBA

TRANSFER

RADTRAN4.0UT

^ FORTRAN^
NORMALIZATION
. PROGRAM V

ARC/INFO

DISPLAY,

Figure 3.10

PLOT

Linkages between Radtran and ARC/INFO
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3.3.3 Exposure Coverage Generation

Exposure coverages are generated in ARC/INFO from the
FORTRAN normalization program.
rems are entered into INFO.

Exposure levels in person-

Buffers are created which

represent the exposure level around each associated link.

3.3.4 Result Display using ARC/INFO Menu System

After a route is buffered according to the selected
exposure levels, display is available through the ARC/INFO
menu system.

The menu file requires editing to represent a

route in ARC/INFO (see Appendix C).

3.3.4.1 Video Output

Result can be displayed on video monitor.

The most

effective representation of Radtran analyses is overlaying a
buffer coverage of exposure levels on the transportation
network.

3.3.4.2 Hardcopy Output

Hardcopy output can be generated in the form of maps,
tables and graphics.

ARC/INFO provides the capability to

create a hardcopy of any image presented on a monitor.
However, the plotting device may have some limitations.
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4.0 CASE STUDY

This chapter describes a case study which demonstrates
the usefulness of the developed model linkages using real
data.

Usefulness can be measured by the benefits of using

such a system as summarized in the concluding chapter.
As discussed in Chapter 1, Yucca Mountain is currently
a designated candidate repository.

Thus, four routes in the

Las Vegas valley will be analyzed for potential shipment of
radioactive material.

The specific applications of

Tranplan, Radtran and ARC/INFO are addressed in this case
study.
4.1 Tranplan Application:

Las Vegas Network

Tranplan provides a Las Vegas network with applicable
data for use in Radtran analysis.

The developed model

linkages between Tranplan and ARC/INFO provide a capability
for the selection of possible transportation routes in the
Las Vegas valley.
4.2 ARC/INFO Application: Selection of 4 Routes
Four routes were selected for Radtran analyses using a
Las Vegas network in ARC/INFO.

The routes included:

Route

A: 1-15 from Apex interchange via Craig Road to US 95/SR157,
Route B: 1-15 from Sloan interchange via US 95 tJ;SR157,
Route C: 1-15 from Apex interchange via US 95 to $Rl57, and
Route D: 1-15 from Sloan interchange via US 95 to SR157.
The routes were chosen to demonstrate the usefulness of the
model linkages.
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4.2.1 Route A: 1-15 from Apex interchange via Craig
Road to US 95/SR157

Route A represents a possible routing scenario for
nuclear waste entering Nevada at the Arizona border on 1-15.
The route is illustrated in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1

Route A:

1-15 from A p e x interchange via Craig
Road to US 95/SR157
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4.2.2 Route B: 1-15 from Sloan interchange via Craig
Road to ÜS 95/SR157

Route B represent a possible routing scenario for
transporting nuclear waste entering Nevada along 1-15 from
California.

The alignment is shown in figure 4.2.

'h

\

Figure 4.2

Route B:

1-15 from Sloan interchange via
Craig Road to US 95/SR157
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4.2.3 Route C: 1-15 from Apex interchange via üS 95 to
SR157

Route C represents an alternate routing scenario for
transporting nuclear waste entering Nevada along 1-15 from
Arizona.

The route is shown in figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3

Route C:

1-15 from Ape x interchange via US 95
to SR157
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4.2.4 Route D: 1-15 from Sloan interchange via US 95 to
SR157

Route D represents an alternate routing scenario for
transporting nuclear waste entering Nevada along 1-15 from
California.

The route is illustrated in figure 4.4.

5

Figure 4.4

Route D:

1-15 from Sloan interchange via US
95 to SR157
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4.3 Radtran Application: 4 measures of Analyses

Four measures of analyses were provided by Radtran.
These included three incident free population exposure
levels and an expected value of population risk.
measure in person rems.

Output was

The incident free population

exposure included exposure levels to crew, off link, and on
link populations.

Expected values of population risk

consist of the combined values for ground, inhaled,
resuspened, cloudshine, and ingestion*.

4.4 ARC/INFO Application:

Display of Results

The display and product generation capabilities of
ARC/INFO were used to represent the results.

The measured

levels of exposure calculated by Radtran were represented as
buffers along the proposed routes.
each analysis.

A buffer was created for

Hardcopies of the results for routes A

through D are shown in figures 4.5 through 4.20.

\
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Figure 4.5

Crew Exposure Level Buffered along Route A
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Figure 4.6

Onlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route A
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Figure 4.7

Offlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route A
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Figure 4.8

Population Risk Level Buffered along Route A
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Figure 4.9

Crew Exposure Level Buffered along Route B
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Figure 4.10

Onlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route B
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Figure 4.11

Offlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route B
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Figure 4.12

Population Risk Level Buffered along Route B
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Figure 4.13

Crew Exposure Level Buffered along Route C
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Figure 4.14

Onlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route C
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Figure 4.15

Offlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route C
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Figure 4.16

Population Risk Level Buffered along Route C
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Figure 4.17

Crew Exposure Level Buffered along Route D
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Figure 4.18

Onlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route D
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Figure 4.19

Offlink Exposure Level Buffered along Route D
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Figure 4.20

Population Risk Level Buffered along Route D
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4.4.1 Interpretation of Results

The results are shown as buffers to provide a measure
of the magnitude of impact between alternate routes.

4.4.2 Limitations of Results

The buffered areas do not represent exposed areas.
Rather, they represent the exposure levels along the route.
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5.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Summary

The siting of a nuclear waste repository at Yucca
Mountain would likely lead to the shipments of nuclear waste
through Las Vegas.

Computer modeling techniques could be

used to assist in evaluating the risks and impacts related
to the transport of radioactive materials.

While no single

computer model is currently available to permit an
integrated analysis of the risks and impacts with effective
display capabilities several specialized computer models
(e.g., Radtran, Tranplan and ARC/INFO) can be applied to
perform parts of the analyses.

The procedures and programs

developed in this Thesis link three specialized computer
models providing integrated analysis and graphical product
generation.
The effectiveness of the model linkages can be
evaluated by comparing the benefits of the analysis and
product generation over conventional analysis methods.

A

case study demonstrated the graphical display of results and
product generation as the result of linking the three
models.

5.2 Future Recommendations

Model linkages developed in this thesis facilitate data
movement, graphical result display and product generation.
However, other aspects that should be addressed in the
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future may include:

- Developing procedures for calculating accident rates
in ARC/INFO from external accident data.
- Developing procedures for calculating population
densities in ARC/INFO from social economic digital map
data bases.
- Developing a system where transfer of data is
minimized.
Accident rates may be calculated in ARC/INFO if the
external accident data is imported into INFO.

Procedures

would have to be developed to assign accident locations to
the ARC/INFO network (e.g., using address matching or
dynamic segmentation).
Population densities may be calculated by ARC/INFO from
overlaying route corridors on population polygon coverages
such as the Census Bureau TIGER files.

Procedures could be

developed to calculate population values according to a
transportation network.
A reduction in the transfer of data by modem and
between different operating systems can be accomplished by
having Radtran, Tranplan and ARC/INFO reside on a single
computer platform.
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APPENDIX A
DESCRIPTION OF NETCARD.EXE
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Netcard.exe queries the user for specific information: input,
output, speed, capacity, and iteration.

Input is the name of

the file containing the network information.
the loaded network file.

This is usually

Output is the name of the ASCII file

to be created, (NETCARD.DAT was used). Speed requires a yes
or no response.

A "Y" response includes the link speed in the

output file, while "N" does not. Similarly, capacity also
requires a yes or no response.

Iteration represents the

number of iterations Tranplan used to load the network.

For

this analysis, 5 iterations were used and by specifying "5"
the last loading will be represented in the output file.

The

outfile, "NETCARD.DAT" now contains the network information in
an ASCII format.
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APPENDIX B
Tranplan to ARC/INFO FORTRAN Programs
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C LINKTBL.FOR
C This program takes the ASCII data from Tranplan and
C creates an ASCII file called LINKTBL
INTEGER NODE,NODES,NLINKS,NNODES
PARAMETER (NODES=2038,NLINKS=3260)
INTEGER F (NODES,3),G(NLINKS,2),I,J,K,N
OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='N0DES')
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='LINKTBL')
DO 10 1=1,NODES
READ (5,*) (F(I,J),J=1,3)
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 I=1,NLINKS
READ (10,*) (G(I,K),K=1,2)
20 CONTINUE
DO 60 I=1,NLINKS
DO 30 J=l,NODES
IF (ANODE(I).NE.NODE(J)) GO TO 30
DO 40 K=l,NODES
IF (BNODE(I).NE.NODE(K)) GO TO 50
GO TO 50
40 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
WRITE (*,200) I,X(J),Y(J),X(K),Y(K)
60 CONTINUE
200 FORMAT (IX,I5/1X,AlO/lX,AlO/lX,'END')
END
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C NODE.FOR
C This program takes the ASCII data from Tranplan and
C creates a node data file
PROGRAM NODE
CHARACTER A*1
INTEGER N1,X,Y
OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='TPASCII.OUT')
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='NODE.DAT')
100 READ (UNIT=5,FMT=6000,END=2455) A1,N1,X,Y
IF (A.EQ.'N') THEN
WRITE (UNIT=10,FMT=6100) N1,X,Y
END IF
GO TO 100
2455 CONTINUE
6000 FORMAT (Al,15,111,111)
6100 FORMAT (15,111,111)
CLOSE (5)
CLOSE (10)
END
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C NODE_LNK.FOR
C This program combines LINKTBL.DAT and NODE.DAT into
C NODE_LNK.OUT as required for input to ARC of ARC/INFO
INTEGER Node,NLinks,ANode,BNode
PARAMETER (Node=2038,NLinks=3260)
INTEGER X(Node),Y (Node),N(Node)
OPEN (UNIT=5,FILE='NODE.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='LINKTBL.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT=15,FILE='N0DE_LNK.0UT')
DO 10 1=1,Node
READ (5,*) N(I),X(I),Y(I)
10 CONTINUE

110
999

12 0
1000
100

DO 100 J=l,NLinks
READ (10,*) ANode,BNode
WRITE (15,*) J
DO 110 1=1,Node
IF (ANode.EQ.N(I)) THEN
WRITE (15,*) X(I),Y(I)
GO TO 999
END IF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 120 1=1,NODE
IF (Bnode.EQ.N(I)) THEN
WRITE (15,*) X(I),Y(I)
GO TO 1000
END IF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
WRITE (15,*) (' END')
CONTINUE
WRITE (15,*) (' END')
END
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C
C
C
C

TPINFO.FOR
This program takes the ASCII data from Tranplan and
creates the attribute data file for entry into INFO of
ARC/INFO
CHARACTER A1*11,A2*28,A3*1,A4*28,S*1
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='TPINFO.DAT')
OPEN (UNIT=20,FILE='TPINFO.OUT*)
S='S '

100 READ (10,1000,END=3271) A1,A2,A3,A4
IF (A3.EQ.'2') THEN
WRITE (20,1000) A1,A2,S,A2
ELSE IF (A3.EQ.'l') THEN
WRITE (20,1000) A1,A2
ELSE
WRITE (20,1000) A1,A2,A3,A4
END IF
GO TO 100
3271 CONTINUE
1000 FORMAT (A11,A28,A1,A28)
CLOSE (10)
CLOSE (20)
END
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APPENDIX C
Macro Listings
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/******************************************************/

/* MENU.AML
/* This AML sets the display to a Tektonics 4107 and
/* run the menu macro
y /* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

*/
*/
*/

****************y

&term 4208
display 4107
&menu tpm.menu
/*******************************************************/

/* TPM.MENU
/* This AML displays the main menu

*/
*/

1 -1

COVERAGE
'DRAW COVERAGE' &r pcdraw.aml
'ZOOM IN' &r pczoomin.aml
'ZOOM OUT' &r pczoomout.ami
ROUTE
'LINK ATTRIBUTES' &r linkatt.aml tranplan arc tp.rel tpinfo
'ROUTE SELECTION' &r pcroute.aml tranplan arc tp.rel tpinfo
EXPOSURE &r pcexposure.aml
RESET &r pcreset.aml
QUIT

/* PCDRAW.AML
/* This AML draw the Tranplan coverage

*/
*/

mape tranplan
relate restore all.rel
mapposition ur ur
arcl tranplan 2
/*******************************************************/

/* PCRZOOMIN.AML
/* This AML zooms into a selected area

*/
*/

/*******************************************************/

mapposition ur ur
mape *
clear
arcl tranplan.bak 2
arcl tranplan 3
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/* PCRZOOMOUT.AML
/* This AML zooms out of a selected area

*/
*/

y * ******************************************************/

mape tranplan
clear
mapposition ur ur
arcl tranplan.bak 2
arcl tranpla

/* PCROUTE.MENU
/* This AML displays the route sub menu

*/
*/

1 1

ZOOMIN &r pcrtzin.aml
ZOOMOUT &r pcrtzout.aml
'CHOOSE LINK' &r chooselink.ami
DONE &return

/
/* PCROUTE.AML
*/

/* This AML facilates the selection of a route
*/
/***********************************************************

/
&s status = [delete zzoutl -file]
NSELECT TRANPLAN ARCS
NSELECT TRANPLAN.DAT ARCS
NSELECT NODEA POINTS
NSELECT NODEA.DAT POINTS
NSELECT NODES POINTS
NSELECT NODEB.DAT POINTS
Smenu pcroute.menu
&return
/* PCRTZIN.AML
/* Zooms in during a route selection
mapposition ur ur
mape *
clear
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
points node
linecolor 3

*/
*/
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linesize 0.04
linetype wide
arcs tranplan
linecolor 4
linesize 0.08
linetype wide
arcs tranplan.dat
linetype hardware
markersymbol 1
points node
markersymbol 5
points nodea.dat
points nodeb.dat
/*********************************************************/

/* PCRTZOUT.AML
/* Zooms out of the route selection map

*/
*/

clear
mape tranplan.bak
mapposition ur ur
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
linesize 0.04
linetype wide
linecolor 3
arcs tranplan
linecolor 4
linesize 0.08
linetype wide
arcs tranplan.dat
linetype hardware
markersymbol 5
points nodea.dat
points nodeb.dat

/* chooselink.ami
/* This AML selects the arcs (segments) of a route

*/
*/

y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y

Sargs .cover .type .relname .tablename
Secho &on
&watch echo.dat
relate restore all.rel
&label linelO
&s errors .false.
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ASELECT tranplan arcs circle *
&s .id = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
tp.rel//TRANPLAN-ID]
&if %errors% Sthen &goto linelO
clear
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
linecolor 1
linetype diamond
arcs tranplan
linetype hardware
linecolor 3
linesize 0.08
linetype wide
arcs tranplan.dat
linetype hardware
markersymbol 5
points nodea.dat
points nodeb.dat
&s correct = [QUERY 'Is this the correct link ? (Y or N)']
&if %correct% = .false. &then
&do
UNSELECT tranplan arcs TRANPLAN-ID = %.id%
clear
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
&goto linelO
Send
Seise
ASELECT nodea points NODEA-ID = %.id%
markersymbol 11
markersize .25
points nodea
markersize 0
Slabel line20
Ss flip = [QUERY 'Is this the correct direction ? (Y or N)']
Sif %flip% = .false. Sthen
Sdo
UNSELECT nodea points NODEA-ID = %.id%
ASELECT nodeb points NODEB-ID = %.id%
clear
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
linecolor 1
linetype diamond
arcs tranplan
linetype hardware
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linecolor 3
linesize 0.08
linetype wide
arcs tranplan.dat
linetype hardware
markersymbol 1
points node
markersymbol 11
markersize .25
points nodeb
markersize 0
Sgoto line50
Send
Seise Sgoto lineA
Sgoto linelOO
Slabel line50
Ss flip = [QUERY 'Is this the correct direction ? (Y or N)']
Sif %flip% = .false. Sthen
Sdo
UNSELECT nodeb points NODEB-ID = %.id%
ASELECT nodea points NODEA-ID = %.id%
clear
linecolor 2
arcs tranplan.bak
linecolor 1
linetype diamond
arcs tranplan
linetype hardware
linecolor 3
linesize 0.08
linetype wide
arcs tranplan.dat
linetype hardware
markersymbol 1
points node
markersymbol 11
markersize .25
points nodea
markersize 0
Sgoto line20
Send
Seise Sgoto lineB
Slabel linelOO
Slabel lineA
Ss ok = [QUERY 'Do you wish to save this link ? (Y or N)']
Sif %ok% = .true. Sthen
Sdo
ASELECT tranplan.dat arcs TRANPLAN.DAT-ID = %.id%
ASELECT nodea.dat points NODEA.DAT-ID = %.id%
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ASELECT nodeb points nodeb-id = %.id%
&s .outfile = [open zzoutl status -append]
&s linkdist = [show select nodeb points 1 item
NB.REL//LINK_DIST]
&s speed = [show select nodeb points 1 item NB.REL//F1]
&s popden = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//POPDEN]
&s vol = [show selectnodeb points 1 item NB.REL//VOL]
&s rsu = [show selecttranplan arc 1 item EX.REL//RSU]
&s acc_km = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//ACC_KM]
&s freeway = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//FREEWAY]
&s .outfile = 1
&s status = [write %.outfile% [quote %.id% %linkdist%
%speed% %popden%
%vol% %acc_km%]]
&s status = [write %.outfile% [quote %rsu% %freeway%]]
&s status = [close %.outfile%]
UNSELECT nodeb pointsnodeb-id
= %.id%
UNSELECT nodea pointsNODEA-ID
= %.id%
UNSELECT tranplan arcs TRANPLAN-ID = %.id%
Send
&else
&do
UNSELECT tranplan arcs TRANPLAN-ID = %.id%
UNSELECT nodea points NODEA-ID = %.id%
Sgoto linelO
Send
Sgoto linelOOO
Slabel lineB
Ss ok = [QUERY 'Do you wish to save this link ? (Y or N)']
Sif %ok% = .true. Sthen
Sdo
ASELECT tranplan.dat arcs TRANPLAN.DAT-ID = %.id%
ASELECT nodeb.dat points NODEB.DAT-ID = %.id%
ASELECT nodea points nodea-id = %.id%
Ss .outfile = [open zzoutl status -append]
Ss linkdist = [show select nodea points 1 item
NA.REL//LINK_DIST]
Ss speed = [show select nodea points 1 item NA.REL//F1]
Ss popden = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//POPDEN]
Ss vol = [show select nodea points 1 item NA.REL//VOL]
Ss rsu = [show select tranplan arc 1 item EX.REL//RSU]
Ss acckm = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//ACC_KM]
Ss freeway = [show select tranplan arc 1 item
EX.REL//FREEWAY]
Ss .outfile = 1
Ss status = [write %.outfile% [quote %.id% %linkdist%
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%speed% %popden%
%vol% %acc_km% ]]
&s status = [write %.outfile% [quote %rsu% %freeway%]]
&s status = [close %.outfile%]
UNSELECT nodea points nodea-id = %.id%
UNSELECT nodeb points NODEB-ID = %.id%
UNSELECT tranplan arcs TRANPLAN-ID = %.id%
Send
Seise
Sdo
UNSELECT tranplan arcs TRANPLAN-ID = %.id%
UNSELECT nodeb points NODEB-ID = %.id%
Sgoto linelO
Send
Slabel linelOOO
UNSELECT nodea points NODEA-ID = %.id%
UNSELECT nodeb points NODEB-ID = %.id%
Ss again = [QUERY 'Do you wish to select another segment ?']
Sif %again% = .true. Sthen
Sgoto linelO
Seise
Sreturn

/* PCEXPOSURE.AML
/* This AML executes the exposure menu

*/
*/

Smenu exposure.menu
Sreturn

/* EXPOSURE.MENU
/* This AML envokes the exposure menu

*/
*/

1 -1

ROUTE
'Case A; 1-15 via Craig Rd from Arizona' Sr case-a.aml
'Case B: 1-15 via Craig Rd from Califonia' Sr case-b.aml
'Case C; 1-15 to US 95 from Arizona' Sr case-c.aml
'Case D: 1-15 to US 95 from California' Sr case-d.aml
CLEAR Sr clear.ami
DONE Sreturn
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/* CLEAR.AML
/* This AML clears the existingdisplay

*/
*/

/********************************************************/

clear
maps tranplan
mapposition ur ur
linec 4
arcs tranplan
/* CASE-A.AML
/* This AML draws theexpoures for case-a

*/
*/

/********************************************************/

mapposition ur ur
mape tranplan
linec 4
arcs tranplan
linec 3
arcs crew-a
linec 5
arcs onlink-a
linec 7
arcs offlink-a
linec 2
arcs poprisk-a

/* CASE-B.AML
/* This AML draws the exposures for case-b

*/
*/

mapposition ur ur
mape tranplan
linec 4
arcs tranplan
linec 3
arcs crew-b
linec 5
arcs onlink-b
linec 7
arcs offlink-b
linec 2
arcs poprisk-b

/* CASE-C.AML
/* This AML draws the exposures for case-c
mapposition ur ur
mape tranplan

*/
*/
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linec 4
arcs tranplan
linec 3
arcs crew-c
linec 5
arcs onlink-c
linec 7
arcs offlink-c
linec 2
arcs poprisk-c
/* CASE-D.AML
/* This AML draws the exposures for case-d

*/
*/

mapposition ur ur
mape tranplan
linec 4
arcs tranplan
linec 3
arcs crew-d
linec 5
arcs onlink-d
linec 7
arcs offlink-d
linec 2
arcs poprisk-d

/* PCRESET.AML
/* This AML resets the working coverage
clear
clearselect
mape tranplan
mapposition ur ur
arcl tranplan 2

*/
*/
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The execution of '&run menu' from arcplot runs
MENU.AML.

This macro sets the terminal display to a

Tektronics 4107 and executes TPM.MENU which brings up the
main menu.

Emulation of a Tektronics 4107 provides graphics

capabilities in a text environment.
main menu is set by TPM.MENU.

The arrangement of the

This menu file defines the

option titles and runs the related macros when selected.
The 'Coverage' option includes functions relating to
drawing and viewing the network at different scales.
Selection of 'Coverage' displays a sub menu over the main
menu containing 'Draw Coverage', 'Zoom In', 'Zoom Out' and
'Done'.

'Draw Coverage' executes the macro PCDRAW.AML which

sets the map extent, map position and draws the arcs of the
network.

Detail viewing is accomplished through 'Zoom In'

(PCZOOMIN.AML). A window representing a desired viewing
location is selected by curser interaction.
extent is queried during window selection.
window is exaggerated and displayed.

A new map
The desired

Return to the original

viewing frame is through 'Zoom Out' (PCZOOMOUT.AML). This
macro sets the map extent to the original setting and
redraws the network.

The 'Done' option returns the main

menu.
The 'Route' option provides interactive selection and
display of a route 'Route Selection' and shows the
attributes of a section of a route (link). Upon selection
of 'Route' a sub menu of 'Route Selection', 'Link
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Attributes' and 'Done' are display over the main menu.
•Route Selection' option

The

allows the user to select a

desired route through a sub menu of 'Zoom In', 'Zoom Out',
'Chooselink' and 'Done'.

Again this sub menu is displayed

over the previous menu.
Specifying 'Route Selection' executes PCROUTE.AML.

The

macro PCROUTE.AML deletes the existing output file,
establishes the accessibility of coverage features, and runs
PCROUTE.MENU.

PCROUTE.MENU displays the submenu of 'Zoom

In', 'Zoom Out', 'Chooselink' and 'Done'.

PCRTZIN.AML is

executed with selection of 'Zoom In' from the menu.

This

macro enables a zoom in procedure during a route selection
process.

PCRTZOUT.AML is used to zoom out during a route

selection process.

CHOOSELINK.AML establishes and links the

variables that will be used in a route selection process.
The variables used in the route selection process are
established through arguments noted by Sargs.

This function

allows an AML file to receive arguments passed by the &run
command.

In this case global variables for the coverage

name, type of coverage, relation name, and tablename were
passed from the TPM.MENU file.

Because all coverages used

in the selection analysis have the same map extents, only
one coverage name is used, i.e., tranplan.

The type of

coverage includes the options of arcs, points, or polys.
The tranplan coverage is an arc coverage.

The relation name

is a name of a file that relates the databases of info to
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the coverage features.

The relate file includes the relate

name, table name, database, relate item, relate column, and
the relate type.

Through these items different databases

can be linked to specific coverage features.

Through

interactive display and query Chooselink.ami displays chosen
links with direction representation and will save to an
external data file a desired link.
The 'Exposure' option invokes a submenu of 'Route'
'Clear' and 'Done'.

This option is used to display the

exposure levels from a Radtran analysis of a chosen route
(after Radtran is executed and the results are imported into
ARC/INFO).

Selection of the 'Route' option will display the

available cases for display.

'Clear' resets

the display for

selection of another case and 'Done' returns

the user to the

main menu.
The 'Reset' option allows the user to reset

the

existing parameters and clear the display.
The 'Quit' option return the user to the ARCPLOT
prompt.
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C
C
C
C
C

GIS RADI.FOR
This program creates two files from ARC/INFO's output.
The resulting files temp.l and temp.2 are used
by GIS_RAD2.FOR
CHARACTER*! DUMl
CHARACTER*79 DUM2
OPEN (1,FILE='ROUTE.OUT',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (2,FILE='temp.1',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (3,FILE='temp.2',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
100 FORMAT (A1,A79)
150 CONTINUE
READ (1,100,ERR=500) DUM1,DUM2
IF ((DUMl.EQ.*R').OR.(DUMl.EQ.'S').OR.(DUMl.EQ.'U'))

THEN
WRITE (3,100) DUMl,DUM2
ELSE
WRITE (2,100) DUMl,DUM2
END IF
GOTO 150
500 CONTINUE
END
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C GIS_RAD2.F0R
C
C This program creates a Radtran input deck (file2.dat)
C from GIS_RAD.FOR output. It takes an existing file2.dat
C and modifies it according to the attributes obtained from
C ARC/INFO's output (temp.l and temp.2).
DOUBLE PRECISION DIST,SPEED,POP,VOL,ACCKM
DOUBLE PRECISION DISTKM,SPEEDKM,LOW,VOLH
CHARACTER*4 DUMl
CHARACTER*?6 DUM2
CHARACTER*2 C
INTEGER I
INTEGER TPID
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN

(1,FILE='FILE20RG.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
(2,FILE='FILE2.DAT',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
(3,FILE='TEMP.l',STATUS='OLD')
(4,FILE='TEMP.2',STATUS='OLD')
(5,FILE='LINKTBL.G_R',STATUS='UNKNOWN')

100 FORMAT (A4,A76)
101 FORMAT ('LINK 1',E8.2,E8.2,E8.2,E8.2,E8.2,' ',A1,'
',A1)
102 FORMAT (A2,A1)
103 FORMAT (15)
150 CONTINUE
READ (1,100,ERR=200) DUM1,DUM2
IF (DUMl.EQ.'LINK') THEN
160 CONTINUE
READ (3,*,ERR=188) TPID,DIST,SPEED,POP,VOL,ACCKM
188 CONTINUE
READ (4,102,ERR=199) C,I
DISTKM = (DIST/100)*(1.609)
SPEEDKM = (SPEED/100)*(1.609)
VOLH = VOL*.10
IF (POP.EQ.O) THEN
POP = 0.000000000000000000001
ELSE IF (ACCKM.EQ.O) THEN
ACCKM = 0.00000000000000000001
ELSE
END IF
WRITE (2,101) DISTKM,SPEEDKM,POP,VOLH,ACCKM,C,I
WRITE (5,103) TPID
GOTO 160
199 CONTINUE
GOTO 150
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ELSE
WRITE (2,100) DUMl,DUM2
END IF
GO TO 150
200 CONTINUE
END
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APPENDIX F
Radtran to ARC/ i n f o FORTRAN Progreuns

97

C RAD GISl.FOR
C This program takes Radtran4.out and extracts the exposures
C levels of crew, offiink, onlink and pop. risks in person
rems.
C The program then sends these values to separate files
CHARACTER DUM1*1,DUM4*4,DUM4E*4,DUM6*6,DUM17*17
CHARACTER DUM23*23,DUM55*55
DOUBLE PRECISION CREW,OFFLINK,ONLINK,POPRISK,El,E2
REAL FACTOR
INTEGER TPID
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
OPEN
100
101
102
103
104
105

(1,FILE='radtran4.out',STATUS='OLD')
(2,FILE='crew',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
(3,FILE='offlink*,STATUS='UNKNOWN')
(4,FILE='onlink',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
(5,FILE='poprisk',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
(6,FILE='LINKTBL.G_R',STATUS='UNKNOWN')

FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT

(A23)
(A4,A4,E8.2,A1,E8.2,A1,E8.2,A1,E8.2,A1,E8.2)
(I6,F8.2)
(A17)
(A6,A55,E8.2)
(16)

FACTOR = 3000.0
200 CONTINUE
READ (1,100) DUM23
IF (DUM23.EQ.'
PASSENGR
CREW') THEN
210 CONTINUE
READ (1,101) DUM4,DUM4E,El,DUMl,CREW,DUMl,E2,DUMl,
&
OFFLINK,DUMl,ONLINK
IF (DUM4.EQ.'LINK') THEN
READ (6,105) TPID
CREW = FACTOR*CREW
OFFLINK = FACTOR*OFFLINK
ONLINK = FACTOR*ONLINK
WRITE (2,102) TPID,CREW
WRITE (3,102) TPID,OFFLINK
WRITE (4,102) TPID,ONLINK
GOTO 210
ELSE
GOTO 300
END IF
GOTO 300
ELSE
GOTO 200
END IF
300 CONTINUE
READ (1,103) DUM17
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IF (DUM17.EQ.'
GROUND') THEN
400 CONTINUE
READ (1,104) DUM6,DUM55,POPRISK
IF (DUM6.EQ.' LINK') THEN
POPRISK = FACTOR*POPRISK
WRITE (5,102) POPRISK
GOTO 400
ELSE
GOTO 500
END IF
GOTO 500
ELSE
GOTO 300
END IF
500 CONTINUE
END
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C
C
C
C
C

RAD_GIS2.F0R
This program creates a normalizing factor for person rems
from the files of: crew, offiink, onlink, poprisk
The normalizing factor increases the person rems values
so they may be noticible when entered into ARC/INFO
DOUBLE PRECISION IN,MINVAL,VALUE
OPEN (1,FILE='CREW,STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (2,FILE='OFFLINK',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (3,FILE='ONLINK',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (4,FILE='POPRISK',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN (5,FILE='CREW.N ',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (10,FILE='VALUE',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN (6,FILE='CREW.BAK',STATUS='OLD')
VALUE = l.OE+30
100 FORMAT (E8.2)
101 FORMAT (E8.2)
150 CONTINUE
READ (1,100,ERR=160) IN
IF (IN.LT.VALUE) THEN
VALUE = IN
END IF
GOTO 150
160 CONTINUE
READ (2,100,ERR=170) IN
IF (IN.LT.VALUE) THEN
VALUE = IN
END IF
GOTO 160
170 CONTINUE
READ (3,100,ERR=180) IN
IF (IN.LT.VALUE) THEN
VALUE = IN
END IF
GOTO 170
180 CONTINUE
READ (4,100,ERR=190) IN
IF (IN.LT.VALUE) THEN
VALUE = IN
END IF
GOTO 180
190 CONTINUE
VALUE = 1/VALUE
2 00 CONTINUE
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WRITE (10,100) VALUE
READ (6,100) IN
IN = IN*VALUE
WRITE (5,100) IN
GOTO 200
210 CONTINUE
END

